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ABSTRACT

The primary function of an optical receiver is to extract the optical signal from

noise and other impairments, and reconstruct the signal information into the electrical

domain correctly. Overall performance is determined by the preamplifier when a PIN

diode is used as a photodetector1. Currently, two types of preamplifiers are commonly

used; the transimpedance preamplifier and the high-impedance preamplifier2. When the

operating frequency is in the medium range C 100 Mbit/s), the transimpedance

preamplifier is mostattractive and frequently used.

The objective of this research is todevelop anew charge demultiplexing architec

ture using CMOS technology and to apply it to the design of a high speed receiver

operating in the range of lOOMbit/sec, which is suitable for Local Area Network (LAN)

applications. A receiver with this speed capability is difficult to implement in CMOS

technology currently in production using the traditional architectures. Switched-

capacitor circuit techniques together with parallel and pipelined signal paths are used to

achieve the requirements. Problems under investigation are the system architecture and

clock recovery scheme.

This progress report is a description of thework done on thereceiver front end to

date.

May 3,1988
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1. Introduction

The primary function of an optical receiver is to extract the optical signal from noise and other

impairments, and reconstruct the signal information into the electrical domain correctly. Overall perfor
mance is determined by the preamplifier when aPIN diode is used as aphotodetector1. Currently, two

types of preamplifiers are commonly used; the transimpedance preamplifier and the high-impedance
preamplifier2. When the operating frequency is in the medium range C100 Mbit/s), the transimpedance

preamplifier ismost attractive and frequently used.

Traditionally, implementations of direct detection fiber optic receivers have involved the use of

several integrated circuit chips in the signal path between the photodiode and the parallel data interface to

the host system. Abroadband transimpedance ampUfier, implemented in high speed bipolar technology for

the lower speed ranges or GaAs for the higher speeds, is used to convert the photocurrent signal to alow-

level voltage. Asecond bipolar chip is often included following this to do pulse shaping and other func

tions, and athird chip is used to perform timing recovery, decision, and serial-parallel converter functions.

The motivation for investigating new architectures for direct detection receivers is twofold. First, the

current transimpedance amplifier configuration has the property that in an optimized design, its noise per

formance is dominated by the noise in the feedback resistor. The ability to make this resistor large, minim

izing its noise current contribution, is limited by bandwidth considerations. As aresult, the optical power

required in such receivers for agiven bit error ratio is usually far greater than that dictated by the quantum

limit or other fundamental limits. Itappears possible that other circuit approachs that capture and process

the photogenerated charge packets directly may yield superior signal-to-noise performance.
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The second motivation is cost reduction. A single-chip implementation of the complete receiver

function from photodiode to digital parallel bus would have important economic benefits. However, there

are important technological barriers to achieving this. The first is the handling of the low-level photocurrent

signal on the same chip as large, high-energy amplified versions of it Noise and parasitic feedback effects
have precluded putting the entire function on fewer chips in the past The second is that the serial-parallel
converter requires complex digital processing, while the front end amplifier requires atechnology capable
of very wide analog bandwidth and low noise. While considerable work has been done on the implementa
tion of broadband amplifier functions in MOS technology, most often the front end chips are GaAs or high

speed bipolar while the processor isCMOS.

The objective of the proposed work is the investigation of new approachs to fiber receivers which

would result in improved signal to noise ratio and higher levels of integration, at least for arange of data

rates at the lower end ofthe spectrum of interest. Anew architecture involving the direct processing of

charge packets using switched capacitor circuitry will be used. Problems of low-noise charge parsing and
clock recovery with baud rate sampling will be particularly emphasized. It is anticipated that the results of
this work may be most applicable in the lOOMb/sec range of transmission rates as used for example in

some local area network applications.



2. OpticalFiber System

Ablock diagram of asimple direct detection optical fiber digital communication system is given in

Fig. 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1 Block diagram ofan optical fiber digital transmission system

Like any other transmission system, it contains three main blocks: a transmitter, a transmission

medium or channel, and a receiver.

The transmitter contains a line coder which converts the input sequence with an input rate into sym

bols with asymbol rate. The output of the coder is abinary stream of data with acertain bit rate. The rela

tionships between the data rate, the symbol rate, and the bit rate depend on the coding scheme used. If the
data is in aparallel form, the coder also has to perform parallel to serial conversion. TTiis signal modulates,

through adriver circuit, the intensity of the output power of the optical source which can be alight emitting

diode (LED) or an injection laserdiode.

The emitted power is injected into the optical fiber and propagates along it according to Uie princi

ples of total internal reflection. During propagation the optical signal pulses suffer attenuation and disper
sion. The dispersion is minimized in the region of 1.3 nm wavelength and the attenuation is about 0.3

dB/km for single mode fiber3. This wavelength is assumed to be used in our prototype as it is used in alot

of localarea network standards4.

At Uie receiver side, Uie optical pulses are converted, through the photodetector (PIN diode or

avalanche photo diode APD), into electrical current pulses, which are amplified and equalized in order to

maximize the signal-to-noise ratio at the decision point. The PIN diode is cheaper, has ahigher bandwidth,



and operates at alower biasing voltage than Uie APD. On the other hand, the APD can give higher sensi

tivity (5 to 15 dB higher) and a wider dynamic range. Therefore, depending on Uie application, the

designer can have achoice, hi our prototype, aPIN diode is assumed because of its low biasing voltage

makesUie use of singlepowersupplypossible.

The equalized signal is then regenerated by atime recovering circuit and decoded in order to deliver

the original sequence. If parallel data is desired, a serial to parallel conversion has to be done by the

decoder.



3. Characteristics of the Receiver

The characteristics of an optical receiver vary with the application. An example of some typical

requirements for next generation local area networks4-5 is shown in Table 3.1 below.

Typical requirements for LAN applications

Bit Rate

Bit Period

Bit Error Rate (BER) (MAX.)

Signal to Noise Ratio (MIN.)

Minimum Optical Power Level

MaximumOptical Power Level

Minimum Signal Current

Minimum Signal Charge per Bit Period

Minimum number of Photons per BitPeriod

Maximum Equivalent Input Noise Current

Dynamic Range

125Mb/s

8ns

10-9

22dB

-27dBm

-10dBm

2uA

16fC

100,000

IBOnA,™

40dB

Table 3.1 Typical Requirements for LAN applications

For future LAN applications, the Bit Rate must be higher than lOOMb/s. There are commercially

available optical receivers that can achieve this high bit rate but all ofthem are either implemented in high

speed bipolar technology or GaAs technology. In order to do complex data manipulation and coding on the

received data, the link controller/processor chips are all implemented inCMOS technology. In order to

reduce cost, a high level of integration is desired. Using traditional optical receiver architectures with

CMOS to achieve such high bit rate is impossible at the moment because of the low fT of Uie present

CMOS technology. The fastest CMOS optical receiver reported so far is the AT&T ODL 50 Lightwave

Data Link operating in Uie range of50Mb/s which uses atransimpedance preamplifier6.

The higher Uie sensitivity of Uie preamplifier, the lower Uie transmitting power required or, alterna

tively the longer the separation between repeaters for a fixed BER results in lower cost Sensitivity down

to -50dBm at 140Mb/s has been reported7, corresponding to only 500 photons are needed per bit period.

Even for this case, weare still more than an order of magnitude from Uie quantum limit of 20 photons per

bit period. This isbecause the noise is dominated by the thermal noise ofthe preamplifier. Detailed expla

nations are given in Uie section reviewing traditional architectures.



The distance between optical repeaters varies from one site to another resulting in awide range of

incident optical power. The receiver must therefore has alarge dynamic range.

The four main goals ofthis research is to first, find anew architecture that can achieve ahigher bit

rate than other architectures built with the same technology. Second, to achieve ahigher sensitivity than

existing architectures. Third, to have adequate dynamic range, and last but not least, to put the preamplifier,

timing recovery and aserial-to-parallel converter all on the same chip.
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4. Traditional Architectures for Optical Preamplifier

The photodetector converts the optical power into current Since this current is small, apreamplifier
is used to amplify and convert the current into voltage, while at the same time introducing as tittle noise as
possible. If aPIN diode is used, the noise is dominated by the receiver and therefore for comparison pur

poses, a PIN diode is assumed.

4.1. HighImpedanceAmplifier

Asimplified circuit diagram ofahigh impedance amplifier8 is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 Simplified circuit diagram ofa high impedance amplifier

The photodiode can be modeled as acurrent source with aparasitic capacitance Cd. The amplifier is

implemented with GaAs FETs to get a high impedance input and is biased with a high load resistor RL.

Only Uie input capacitance C, ofUie amplifier is shown because Uie input resistance islarge compared to

RL and is shunted away. This amplifier is widely used in applications where high bandwidth is required

(above 100 MHz). As shown in Uie figure, an equalizer has to be put atthe output to equalize the input for

a flatbandrespondwith highcutoff frequency.

The major advantage ofthis type ofamplifier are high SNR because ofUie high input resistance, Uie

equivalent input noise current is low results in high sensitivity. Tlie high g„, ofthe GaAs FET allows the

amplifier to have a low input capacitance C,. Therefore maximum power transfer from photodetector is

obtained.



The disadvantages are that Uie required large RC time constant reduces Uie front end bandwidUi and

an equalizer is required. This introduces alot of design complexity in matching the pole and zero between

Uie front end and the equalizer. Also, the low frequency components ofUie signal at Uie front end are

enhanced causing early saturation ofUie amplifier which limits Uie dynamic range.

42. Transimpedance Amplifier

To increase the dynamic range of the high impedance receiver, atransimpedance amplifier9 can be

used. Asimplified circuit diagram of atransimpedance amplifier is shown in Fig. 42(a).

CF

Vo

(a)

Fig. 4.1 (a) Simplified circuit diagram of atransimpedance amplifier

(b)Model used for noise calculation.

The amplifier here acts as an operational amplifier and therefore must have ahigh gain. The photo
current passes through the feedback resister RF with aparasitic capacitance CF and is converted to voltage
at the output The advantages of the transimpedance amplifier are better dynamic range since no early
saturation for low frequency components and no need for amatched equalizer for the front end. The disad
vantages are lower bandwidth and lower sensitivity. Using the simplest model shown in Figure 4.2 (b), one
can show that Uie equivalent input noise current isasfollows:

5J=«3B (i +_i_)+*£(4k™^l
^ RF 3gmRF 9 vsat

which is dominated by the thermal noise of the feedback resistor RF. In order to have high sensitivity, RF
must be large. But on the other hand, the bandwidth of the preamplifier can be shown to be

-Rf C = Cd+ C,

l+j©RF C«+-^
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where

A

®°~ Rf(C +ACf)

When C, Uie total input capacitance is much larger man ACF, the bandwidUi is determined by the RC time

constant of RF and C. To have ahigh bandwidth, RF must be small which contradicts with the low noise

requirement Besides these, the phase shift of the ampUfier also limits Uie gain that can be employed within

feedback loop without instabitity also requires alower RF. Also, if the shunt capacitance CF of the feed

back resistor is large, it can also Umit the bandwidth. That is why this type of circuit is usuaUy built with

bipolar technology10*11 operating in the low frequency range (around or below 100MHz) although GaAs
technology is also used for higher frequency applications. The use of GaAs technology has Uie extra

advantage mat Uie high fT aUows alower Qn for Uie amplifier and so ahigher RF can be used for afixed

bandwidth resulting inhigher sensitivity7.

43. Problems for implementation using CMOS inthe lOOMbit/s range

In the sub lOOMb/s range, people trying to achieve high level of integration by implementing Uie

receiver in CMOS, always use Uie transimpedance ampUfier approach because no equalization isrequired.

The additional design complexity ofUie high impedance ampUfier just doesn't pay in this case and Uie low

dynamic range makes it unattractive for LAN applications. For a particular type of appUcation, Uie

minimum required sensitivity is set by the required BER and minimum received power. This put alower

bound on RF. The maximum bit rate achievable is then timited by Uie speed or fT of the technology. The

highest speed receiver commerciaUy available thus far is the ODL 50 from AT&T which is implemented in

1.75lim CMOS, with abit rate of 50Mbit/s and the sensitivity is -29dBm at aBER of10-912.

Fundamentally, a speed Umit is set for this type ofarchitecture and anew architecture is necessary

for improvement in bothspeed and sensitivity.
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5. ChargeDemultiplexing Receiver

The major reason we cannot implement CMOS optical receiver in Uie lOOMb/s range is that Uie

ampUfier used must have Uie fuU bandwidth of Uie optical signal. One alternative approach that releases

Uie bandwidth requirement is caUed Uie charge demultiplexing receiver. The system architecture is show

in Fig. 5.1. It consists on four main blocks. Aparallel channel front end receiver, apipelined sampled and

hold with decision feedback equalizer, a sheer, and a clock recovery block.

VDD

8 8
. _ .Slicer. - _

Parallel S/H

Channel With
8

—r/-—»
Frontend

r •
DFE

Receiver

1 / '6
T

l cMock Generation

AT

Clock Recovery -<&\.
r

Figure 5.1 System block diagram ofcharge demultiplexing receiver
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5.1. Parallel Front End Receiver

A conceptual picture ofUie front end receiver isshow below in Fig. 5.2:

Parallel . • !

Channel

Amplifier

Figure 5.2 Conceptual picture ofcharge demultiplexing receiver

Instead ofusing one amplifier, anumber of amplifiers are used (eight in this case). The photocurrent com

ing in as charge packets are demultiplexed into anumber oflower-speed bit streams by carefully control

ling the switches and sampling the charges on different sampUng capacitors. The current to voltage

conversion is done by integrating Uie charges on Uie sampUng capacitors. This process is equivalent to

doing eight integrate-and-dumps in parallel. The circuit is driven by an eight phase clock with each phase

time equal to one bit period. When fa is closed, Uie photocurrent is integrated onto Uie sampling capacitor

and when it is done, fa is opened and fa* is closed somat the parallel channel amplifier can process the

data while atUie same time, fa, is closed tosample another bit and soon. Asaresult, time for Uie parallel

channel ampUfier to process the data ismuch longer. Instead ofone bit period, eight periods are available

to Uie ampUfier. f This scheme has several advantages. First, the paraUel to serial conversion is done

t Actually only seven pluses can beused cause one period is used toreset the sampling capacitor and the amplifier out
putwhichis not shownin here.
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immediately at the front end. Secondly, the paraUel channel amplifier now can have a much lower

bandwidth than the incoming optical signal, which means that this approach can achieve amuch higher

data-rate with atechnology with low frequency capabUity. The total noise bandwidth is also decreased and

the noise due to the active components in each paraUel channel ampUfier is insignificant compared to the

noise ofthe front end switches. The sensitivity is also larger because itis no longer limited by the thermal

noise ofthe feedback resistor. Detailed calculation ofthe noise performance wiU be included in later sec

tion. The only circuit that runs at the bit rate is the internal clock circuitry that generates the controls to the

switches.

This type of receiver also has its own problems. Since the photodetector itself has parasitic capaci

tance, not aU the signal charges are sampled on the sampling capacitor. The residual charges on the diode

capacitor are coupled into the next paraUel stage resulting in intersymbol interference (ISI). One solution
might be to increase the size of the sampling capacitor relative to the diode capacitor. However, this would
result in areduction ofthe signal voltage. As aresult, the sampling capacitor cannot be made too large.

Also, since the diode capacitance is unknown due to process variations, we cannot use any deterministic

canceling scheme to offset the effect of the residual charges. An adaptive decision feedback equalization

(DFE) scheme13 is used to cancel the ISI, described in the next sub-section.

Another disadvantage is that the charge injection voltage ofthe switches is much larger than the sig

nal voltage! The amplifiers itself also have their own input offset voltage and they are operating in the

open loop mode without feedback. The voltage level of these two signals are in the 10 to 20 mV range
whUememiiiimumsigiialisoiaymthelor2mVrange. Asolution to this is to use afuUy differential

architecture for the front end. This cancels the offsets at the first order but they still exist because ofpro

cess variations. Fortunately, these two offsets appear as aDC offset and can be eliminated using aDC-

decoupUng feedback to the amplifier to get rid of this DC offset At the same time, ifwe choose the cutoff
ofthe DC-decoupling feedback in the kHz range, we can also take care ofthe 1/fnoise!

In order to achieve awide dynamic range, another automatic gain control (AGQ feedback loop is

included to prevent the amplifier from saturation when alarge signal is input Afigure showing one paral

lel stage of Uie front end is shown inFig. 5.3.
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Dummy

X>Decouplln i

TT .

AGC

Figure 5.3 Simplified Channel Amplifier on Uie First ParaUel Stage

5.2. Sampled andHold withDFEandSUcer

After the front end has received and amplified the signals, they are sampled and held for the next

block to do the DFE and sticing. By pipelining the received signal, another cycle which isequal to eight

phases or eight bit periods is available to do the DFE and abroadband comparator is used for slicing. The

output isdelayed for 2 cycles which is16 bitperiods.

In order to implement ahigh-order DFE scheme, aU pass symbol values are needed. This is impossi

ble due to the time constrain on the circuits. Let the ratio between the diode capacitor Cd and the sampUng

Ccapacitor Qbe rwhere r=-p?-. If ris large, then for asignal at time k, the ISI due to signal at timek-2is

negUgible. *Therefore only the signal at time k-1 is needed. Since the signals are sampled and held for

eight consecutive bits, the desired feedback signal is already there. The feedback and slicing scheme is

shown in Fig. 5.4.

* Calculations shown in the section of noise and ISL.
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Figure 5.4 Adaptive Decision Feedback Equalization Scheme

5.3. Timing Recovering

This part is under research by another graduate student at Berkeley, Gregory Uehara. The input sig

nal isan on-off signal with which the sampling capacitor isintegrating the photocurrent Because of the

unique architecture of this receiver, Uie incoming analog waveform is integrated and demultiplexed into

different channels. Traditional time recovering techniques atUie baud rate cannot be used. We only have

charges on Uie different capacitors from which to derive timing information. On the other hand, eight con

secutive bits are available atonce for detection. ItisbeUeved that adecision directed scheme based on FM

modulation of the internal clock generator can be used to do bard rate timing recovering. Further details

wiU beavailable inprogress report written by Gregory atalater time.
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6. Calculations for ISI and noise

For simplicity, asingle-stage, single-ended architecture as shown in Fig. 6.1 is used forcalculation.

This can roughly teU whether the switching structure has sensitivity better or comparable to transim

pedance preamplifier.

Figure 6.1 Major noise source from sampling switch

6.1. The symbols usedare listed inTable6.1.

Cd Total capacitance on theDiode side
C, Total capacitance onthe Sampling capacitor side
Ip Equivalent photo current
Q. Totalcharge of Uie signal inonebitperiod
R^ On resisterof Uie switch
Vd Large signalvoltageon Cd
Vnd Noise coupledon Cd
Vn, Noisecoupled on C,
V$ Largesignal voltage on C,
At One bit period

Table 6.1 Convention of symbols used

The basic assumptions for the calculations are mat the noise due to the active component of the

ampUfier with its switch is negligible. This can be achieved in practise since the bandwidth isonly 1/8 of

Uie signal bandwidth and there are techniques to reduce the noise ofan amplifier to a fairly low amount.

Therefore the majornoisesource is Uie sampling switch.

Qrig =IpXAx (6-D

n8~ C,
(6.2)

C5= rCd (6.3)
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•y kT (6.4)

62. Noise Voltages on C, and Cd

The noise voltages coupled on Cd and C, are different This is because in the AC sense, the capaci

tors act as voltage dividers.

1

V-ji

where

V —

R-+t^+ 'j©C, j(oCd

= v„
1

Cd+ C, l+j©RonC

C =
c.cd

Cd + C,

Therefore

aa

vns J vnr
0

= 4kTR<

kT

cd
2

[Cd +C,

cd

a[cd+c

Cd

«.

Q cd+c,

Similarly

c,

Cd + C,

1

l+jajR^C

4RoaC

df

(6.5)

(6.6)
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63. For time = 0

InitiaUy, everything is uninitialized and is assumed to have zero voltage across every elements.

For large signal

C.vjffl-vjffl.gg-v.jni Cd+ C,

Forthenoise, it is as calculated in (65) and(6.6)

V*[0] =̂

ViWI-fr

cd

rt2

cd

Cd+ C,

c. ]

Cd+ C.

Cd+ C,
— o

(Cd+ CJCd

6.4. For time = 1

Intersymbol Interference occurs and Uie noise of previous bit is also sampled and coupled into Uie

next bit

For large signal

c.
V.[l] = Vd[l]= Vdg[l]

C,

Cd+ C,

v^m+v^io]
Cd+ C,

For Uie noise, since Uie thermal noise of the switches at different time can be Uiought ofas independent

random Gaussian variables, the addition ofthe two are stiU Gaussian and the variance isthe sum ofthe two

individual variances.

2

+ Vd[ffl
cd

Cd+ C,

d+C,Jj



6.5. For time = k

Atany time k, k > 0 Forlarge signal

C
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VJW-VdM' V^l+V^Jk-ll,+cJ\ ^]+v^[^]a...+v^[^]} (6.8)

For the noise

V2[k]=c2 nf Q 1+ 02
[ c. fc.1

Cd

IT Cd
2

+
cd

4

+ •••

cd

Cd+ C, Cd+ C, Cd+ C. Cd+ C, [Cd+C,J

fork

ViM =o2
[ Q 1

+ 02
[ c. c.]

Cd 1

»

[ cd 2

•

1
-9T *

Cd+ C, Cd+ C, Cd+ C,
1-

cd
2

J .
. Cd+ C.

= 0*
Cd+ C. ]{ 1+

ill
c„

kT

Cd

2r + 2

r(l+r)(2 + r)

C, + 2Cd }

From (6.8) the ISI is due to past symbols only and it is not arandom function. Each coefficient is related to

Cd
a ratio

Cd + C,
or —1—. ifr is large, then the ISI due to signals at k-2, k-3,.... is negligible.

1+r

Assuming the DFE is doing aperfect job without noise enhancement. The ISI consists of past symbols

only, and therefore can be completely canceled by Ui DFE.

V.2 Q2*
Cd

Forsufficientiy large r.+

t Large means anyinteger larger than 3

1 r(r + 2)

2 (1+ r)2

1 QiB
SNR=T1tf

(6.7)
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6.6. Computer Simulations

For computer simulation, V^g isnormalized to 1, therefore the SNR can be expressed as.

—it
1

Q

J__r_
2 o*

The relationship ofSNR and probabUity oferror Pc assuming the noise isGaussian isasfoUows:

Pe = Q
V,

la
=Q

/SNR

(6.9)

Assuming 1and 0are equally likely and Q(0 isUie area under Uie taU ofarandom Gaussian distribution.

With r = 10,106 inputs are simulated for different SNR and the corresponding Pc is shown in table

6.2 below.

a SNR(dB) Pe(Theory)
Pc(Simulation)

r=10 r = 5

0.87

0.48

0.36

0.30

0.26

8.2

13.3

15.8

17.4

18.6

KT1

io-2

i<r3

IO"4

10r5

0.88 xlO"1

0.82 xl(T2

1.03 xl(T3

0.88 xKT4

0.70 xlO-5

1.72 xlO-1

4.74 xl(T2

14.17 xl<T3

46.30 xlO-4

140.8 xl(T5

Table 6.2 Simulation results compared with theory

The results agree with theoretical calculations when r = 10, which must bethecase since model used

todevelop the theory is used in the simulation. The results are worse for r = 5 because of the error propa

gation of Uie DFEwithout canceling theISIcompletely.

6.7. Summary

A receiver of this type is very promising inachieving a much higher sensitivity andspeed Uian other

architectures with thesametechnology. Aninteresting result is thatinstead of being limited by the thermal

noise of the feedback resistor, the SNR is increased with decreasing Cd. Of course eventually this

approach is limited byUie noise of the amplifier. With a Cd of IpF, a sensitivity of -43dBm isachievable.

Thisis already 10dB better thanany otherexisting architectures.
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7. Current Status and Future Work

7.1. Current Status

The survey ofexisting architectures, especiaUy the noise and speed tradeoffs ofthe transimpedance

preamplifier shows that there are fundermental timits for applying CMOS to buUd optical receiver in the

lOOMb/s range. Therefore, a new architecture is required to apply CMOS to high speed, low cost, and

highly integrated front end receivers suitable for LAN applications.

Anew charge demultiplexing receiver is proposed to solved the speed limit While solving the speed

problem, there are many new problems which results from this new approach. The ISI due to residual

charge is an issue as well as the sensitivity of the new architecture. Timing recovery is aanother big prob

lem.

Curremly, a high level system block diagram has been set up. The adaptive DFE is proposed to

solve the ISI problem. The noise performance has been analyzed, and itis expected to be better than any

existing CMOS receivers and is comparable to Uie optical receivers built with GaAs components. This is a

litUe optimistic because only single channel is used for the calculation. More refined model for multiple

paraUel stages is under investigation. High level simulations of the convergence of the DFE and the AGC

loop together with noise of the switches has been performed. The results agrees with the calculated results.

Anew timing recovery scheme has also been developed utilizing the fact that eight bits are available at a

time. A high level simulation also shows that this scheme does converge for phase detection with a

minimal amount of jitter.

12. Future Work

There are still several system problems remained to be solved. What is the optimal ratio between Cs

and Cd or r? Ifr is 10 then the ISI error is only 1% and the SNR is closer to Uie approximation. But on the

Q«igother hand, the signal attenuation is large in terms of voltage because Vrig =~^q^- and as aresult noise

of the ampUfier may no longer be negUgible. Using too smaU ar like 5gives an error due to ISI of about

10% because only the previous signal is feeding back for the DFE. This degrades the sensitivity

significantiy, especially at high SNR and low BER because now the noise from ISI dominants. The effect

is highly non-linear and hand analysis is difficult Simulation wUl be used to find this value. Another
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solution ofUie problem istofeed more than one bit back, which compUcates the DFE scheme. A low noise

front end preamplifier and avariable gain ampUfier wUl be designed and acircuit level simulation wiU be

done on the parallel channels.

The timing recovery scheme is being pursued by Gregory Uehara. He is currently looking into Uie

structure of aring oscillator toimplement Uie FM modulated internal clock for therecovery scheme.

The circuit level design is expected to be completed in July and layout is expected to be done by

August After Uiat Uie chip isgoing to be sent out for fabrication. The first prototype isdesigned using a

weU characterized 3\un process and is expected torun at 50Mb/s. Scaling wiU then be used to push the

performance once the scheme has proven tobe practical.
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